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Abstract 
Ohject-oriellted lallguages can he translatp:d into a. A-cakulus with records. 
Th('.reror~, type inferclIcc for reeor<! lallgnages is ODe aspect of the yet unsolved 
prohlem of inferring types for objed-oriented languages. In order to obtain the 
ue(:essary flexibility for sud} a. type system. we c:a.n either introdllce a genera1 
8ubtyping notion or use extellsibl(' record t.ypes. Suhtyping, pspecially in com-
binatiOiI with imperative features, poses lIIaoy hard problemli. Therefore, thc 
second approa.ch is promising. The probJclll. is that, in previous type inference 
systems that lIscd extensible reeord types, priucipal types cOIII<l not be inferred. 
Wc have found that, for an ohjed-oricnted language wheJ'e dasses are not. 
rin;t-rl ... .ss ci.t.izens. w('.could grcat.ly HimpJify the underlying re(o.ol'd Ia.uguage. Wp 
show tha.t, fOf our simple rccord Ia.ugua.ge. there exists a. type infcrf>llCP algorithm 
tha.I. in rN. principal typ"s. 
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1 Introduction 
LÖ.llgllages with records alld suht.ypes a.re currently receiving IllliCh attention [I, 2 .. 1. 
:1, (i, 11, 20]. ThiR int.ensive research activit,y is JIlotivated by tll ( ' endeavor t.o incrca.">(' 
t.he Aexibility and rt>liabilily of progf,amming languages. Objects of object-oriented 
lilllguages can be modeled .. , recordR. Subtyping, in those languages, roughly amounts 
t.o saying that an object (= record) having more methods (= components) than nec-
essary can always "do the job". Closely linked to the not ion of 'object' is an internal 
sl,,!.e. It is however problematic 1.0 mix a general subtyping not ion with imperativ<" 
features [5]. Thi. may have been the incentive behind Remy 's [! 7] .. nd Wand's [25, 26] 
"sllbt.'yping without subtypes" by extellsible record t'ypes. A variable which requires an 
a-("(unponent will have a typP thai is spccific ahout this a·component, but is extensible 
ill t1IC seuse thai an ohject havillg the requircd a-cornponent allu flIrther components 
al:;o fils the type. For example, when typing tlte expression x. a. wht-~re x is a variable 1 
1/, is a l(i.bel , and thc clot. dCllotcs n :cord sclection, we gei. (0 III : (1) a:; an extensible 
record type for x. This tneallS that ./: must be arecord willl a.n a-cornponcnt and 
!,,'rhaps furt.ber component.s. 
Ext.ensible record types are quite snbtJe. Wand [21] thought. at first that he could 
illrer prillcipal types' for records. He wrrected the mistake [23] and finally came 
0111. with sets of principal types [25]. We feIt that, for O'SMALt., the full generality of 
Walld's language was not necessary. We considered 0. restricted language that contained 
ficldwise record adjunction instead of concatenation and thought that this would give 
'10 prillcipal types [11]. Thcre was, however, 0. subtl" bug in the unification algorithm. 
IlIdccd, the language we need is cven simpler. Sincc c1asses in O'SMALL are not first-
c1a..'is citizens, the compiler can resolve the record concatenations appearing in thC' 
lI,odelillg of c1ass inheritance. Tbe underlying language becomes surprisingly simple, 
alld we are able to infer principal types for it. Principal types have the advantage over 
sds or princi pal types of being a much more concise documentation. 
The pape r is organized as folIows. We present tbc record language Rand its 
"'lIIa"t.ics by first-order rewritc nrles. Types for this language ace specified by an order-
sort.ed signature. Readers unfamiliar with order-sorted logic will find basic definitions 
ill [19J. Type inference rules ace defined. It is shown thaI. a t.erm for which we can 
dt'l'in: CL t.ype ('an not. go wrong. A type rec.onst.ruction aJgorithm infers principal t.ypes 
1<". R. By a two-phase formalizat.ion of the a1gorithm, we try to alleviate the problem 
or verification. 
2 Expressions 
For the definition of tbc abstract syntax of our simple record language R, we introduc<' 
some notation. Records are finite mappings and, therefore, sequences Iike a1, . .. ,an or 
al : t: I, ... ,an : en or 0'1 ~ ßl" .. ,O'n = ßn appear frequently. For our and, hopefully. 
ihe reader's convenience, we abbreviate these terms to a, ä:e, or Ci~ß respectively. 
I Principal types are also called "most general types" . 
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Sometimes, a non-negative integer n or rn will be refelTed 1.0 ill tlw context. 01' Dur 
ahbrcviating notation for sequences, although it is not made explicit in th~ Ilotation. 
Records can be regarded as finite mappings from labels to some kind of entries. Th.· 
set. of labels is countahly infinite and totally ordered ($). Labels are denoted by lower 
case letters a, b or alt a2 et.c. A rf>cord that rnaps thc labels al,' .. • an to the entrics 
"" ... ,en is denoted as (äl-+ c). In this notation, the labels a" ... ,an are always 
di.t.ind. n is not mentioned explicitly and we assurne that n ::>: O. Therefore, this 
notation includes the cmpty record. The empty record is also denoted as (). Variables 
ar" denoted hy lower case leiters x, y, z. Record selection is denoted by a dot. 
Definition 2.1 (Syntax of R) 
::;tracL synta.x. 
e .. - x variable 
(a 1-+ 1') record 
e.a selcetion 
'file langllage R is defillcd by the followillg ab· 
Va.riables are introduced in order to lIJake tbc type inference system more interesting 
""cl to prepare for extensions of the language. The order of labels in arecord plays no 
role. Arecord possessing a b-field is denoted "" (a 1-+ e, b 1-+ e'). From the dist.ind· 
"ess of labels it follows that b f. {al"", an}. Similarly, (a 1-+ e, b 1-+ e') is arecord 
possessing Helds for the lahels al .... , "n, b" . .. , bm and {a} n {b} = 0. 
Definition 2.2 (R-rewrite rules) The [ollowing rewrite rule scherne stands for 
a cotlntably infinite number of rules. 
(äl-+e,bl-+e').b --+ e' (I) 
'1'10" rewrite rule s("heme applies to all label sets ja) and labels b provided that they 
["InIl the distinctness condition claimed above. If arecord has a field for the selected 
label !.he enlry is the rCHull of thc sclection. Otherwise, tbe seledion t.errn remain. and 
represents an crror. 
Theorem 2.3 The rewrite system of definition 2.2 is terminating and confluent. 
Proof: Thc size of an R·term is defined as folIows? 
lxi = 
le.al = 
I (Ii 1-+ e)1 = 
I 
lei + I 
I + lei 
Tile r"write rule scheme stricily decreases the sire of the term. This irnplies termi· 
lJatioll. Local coufluerH:e is shown by the convergence of all critical pairs. Confluence 
follaws from local canf/uence and termination. Since we have no critical pairs we have 
cOllflnence. 0 
AR a cOllscquence or this theorem. evt~ry term has a unique normal form. 
2lfere, the ""bbreviating notation stands ror a sum: j;j ;;;;;; L:?=I leI. 
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3 Types 
The main task of a type inference system is to guarantee the absence of type enors for 
aecepted programs. The only type errar in our simple langlla.g{-~ R is thc selection of 
a lahel in arecord that does not have t.his label. When we evaluate a term using thc 
l'ewrite system we eventually reach a normal form. If the normal form of a ground ternl 
contains a selection it reprf>...sents a.n error element. We may, howevcl', have selecLiom; 
on veuiables in normal forms of non-ground terms. Sincc thcn' is 110 wa.y of binding 
va.riahles there is 110 way or evaluating selections on them. 
Ordcr-sorted logic is used for expressing certain propt'rties 01' constraints concerncd 
with labels. These constraints could also be expressed in ordinary predicate logic but 
order-sorted logic makes them part of the formalism. Thcre are two kinds of record 
t.ypes: 
elosed record types are types for "ordinary" records. Thcy express ihai arecord 
has the labels a, b, and c at. t.h" t.op level, and thai is all. Soris for closed record 
iypes contain the finite sei of labels that record types have ai top level. 
open record types express thai a term musi be arecord havi ng certain labels - and 
maybe more. Additional labels are "contained" in a so-called ,·oU) variable. Open 
record iypes have always disjoint labels on one level. A row variable has a sort 
cxpressing thai it. does not. range over labels occurring in thc rest of the open 
record type on iis level. Sort. for open record types contain the finite set of labels 
that. ihe open record type does noi range over and the set. thaI. it definitely does 
range. over. 
Warning! The word. 'sori' aud 'iype' are both used and have different meanings. 
The expressions or the type language are defined in the fralllework of order-sorted logic 
and, ihus, every type of ihe signature RT has a sort. Expressions of the language R 
wi 11 be ,.elaied 1.0 types. An expression related 1.0 a type is said io have that iype. 
Definition 3.1 (Signature RT) We define the signaiure RT of types. The sori 
of all types is called t. Type terms are ranged over by variables a,ß,'Y,6,f,('T/,I .. 
There are infiniiely many variables of any sori. Open and closed sorts are for record 
t. ypes. elosed sorts are sill1ply finite sets of labels denoted as A. Open sorts are 
pairs of finite sets of labels denoted as (A, B), where An B = 0. A is the set of 
labels thaI. the record type does noi range over and B is the set of labels thaI. thc 
n'c.ord type definiiely does range over. In ihe following subsort declarations A ami 
Bare finiie sets of labels. 
(0,0) < t 
A < (B, C) {o} C<; A, A n B = 0 
(A,B)«C,U) {o} A2C,B2D 
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Type terms are built by the following COIIRtructors. 
(a : ~) 
(. I a: :) 
t -> {a} 
(A,B) x t -> (A \ {a},nu {a}) if {al <;; A 
Tlw first COllstructor is for a c10sed record type. [t takes n illputs of an arhitrary 
~:orL:~ The resulting term has a clos~d record sort with labels Ul, ... ,an_ As already 
rn~utiollcd, thc labels ah.'" an are distinct. {al denotes the set {ab"" an}. Thc 
,cmnd constructor creates an open record type. On thc I.ft.-hand side of the vertical 
bar. t.here is a term of an open reeoed sort. Thc open record sort must. exclude lahels 
a. Tbc l'esult is arecord type having an open record sort excluding labels A \ {a} and 
definit.ely having labels B u {al. 
Proposition 3.2 The signature RT is regular. 
11. is sometimes interesting to know whether two type terms have a common subsol't. 
Sorts have a top element t. We will add an artifidal bottom element. This bottom 
el"ment i. the empty sort or the inco1lsi.tent sort. We call the other sorts consistent. 
Definition 3.3 Let S be the set of sorts of definition 3.1. Let 1. denote the incon-
sistent sort. Extend the subsort decl"ratioll of definition 3.1 by 
Vs E S(1.< s). 
We denote the least partial order Oll S U {1.} indnced by this declaration and the 
snbsort declarations of definition :l.l by $. Overloading the symbol <, we write 
(t < b for a $ b and a # b. 
Pl"Uposition 3.4 (Su {1.},$) is a lattice. 
'rho Ilext propositions show how to caleul"te the greatest lower bounds of two record 
1:'orts and when two sorts are incOlnpatible. 
Proposition 3.5 
AnB =1. <* A # B 
(A , B)n(A',B')=1. <* AnB'#0 V A'nB#0 
An(B,C)=1. <* AnB#0vCg:A 
Proposition 3.6 
(A, B) n (A', B') = { 
An(B,C) = { 
1. if A n B' '" 0 V A' n B # 0 
(A u A', BuB') otherwise 
1. if A n B # 0 V c g: A 
A otherwise 
:lfl ia the implicit variable of our abbreviating notation ror sequences. 
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(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
(6) 
t 
(0,0) 
({b},0l (0,{b}) 
ja, b} 
L_ 
Figure 1: The sort hierarchy 
Fig. shows part of the sort hierarchy. Just beneath the top element t, there is the 
grea.test record sort (0,0). The sort t has been introduced to allow for future extensions 
"I' the sorts, e.g., sorts for primitive typ"" 01' function types. The sort (0,0) contains 
,,11 .. "cord types because it does not exclude "ny labels, the left-hand side is empty, 
"nd it. do,," not enforce any labels, the right-hand side i8 empty too. The open record 
sort ({ b), 0) could be the sort of a l'OW variable. Row variables, in general, exclude 
same labels but do not guarantee any. (0, {b}) is an open record 80rt that enforces the 
lahel b but does not exclude any labels. Beneath it, there is the sort ({a},{b}) which 
cxcludes label a and enforces label b. This could be the sort of an open record type 
"aving a fixed IJ..c.omponent and a row variable of tbe sort ({ a, b), 0). 
Proposition 3.7 Tbe closed sorts are exactJy the minimal consistent ones. 
In many "ordinary" type systems, two types are different if tbey are syntactically 
different; e.g. int -+ (int -+ int) is different from int -+ int. In our type system, 
syntactically different type terms may denote tbe same type: e.g. tbe types (() I a : Ci) 
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.nd. (li: er) are tbe same. Therefore, in delinition 3.8, there are equations on typ'· 
f~xpressi()ns - something which is a little ullusual. 
Definition 3.8 (RT-equations) Eaeh of the following <:quat.ions stands Cor il 
countably infinite number of equations. 
((a : er) I )j: ß) = (a: er, b: ß) (7) 
((a I a : ß) I b : "1) = (a I a : ß, b: "1) (8) 
All type terms used here are well-sortcd. Ag a consequenee, in equation (7), we have 
{ii} n {bI = ~. 111 equation (8),,, must have a sort Cxcllldillg lalH"1s {a,b} and, again. 
we have {ä) n {bI = 0. 
How are extensiLle record types lIsed'! Assume momentarily thai. we add integers. 
t.hc type int, and A-abstraetion 1.0 our system. The function J := Ax.(x.a) ean be ap-
plied to the record (u ...... 5). gvaluating the applieation yields 5. 11. would be inflexibl,' 
t.u infer the t.ype (a : a) ..... a for J oeeause we ean apply J t.o (u ...... 5, b ...... 7). 
which h"" type (a : iot, b : iot). Instead, wc will infer an ext"nsible record type for 
J. namely (ß I a : a) ...., '" where ß is a rotv 11ariable. A row variable is simply a 
t.yp" variable st.anding on the left-hand side of the bar in an open reeord type. Tbe 
argument of the function J must have an a-field but may have Illore fields. 
Theorem 3.9 The rewrite system obtained by orienting t.he equations of defini-
t.ion :3.8 1.0 thc right is sort-decreasing, termina.ting, and collfluent. 
Proof: One easily verifies thaI. orientation of the equations 1.0 the right yields 
r('wl'it.p. rulcf' (i.e. q --+ 'T is an RT-equation (j ;; T, (j is not a variable, and VT C Vu) 
i:t.lld l.hat the rules are sort~ decrea.'iing. Jn order tu show termination, we use thf' size 
or t y!'e terms. The size of an RT-term is defined as folIows. 
lai = 
(a : 0') = 
(u I ä: T) = 
I 
i+iüT 
l+iüT+R 
Ir d rewrite system is sort-decre .. ,illg, then it is loeally confluent if and only if all eritieal 
pfl.il'~ convcrge. If a. relation is locally confluent and terminat.ing then it is conHllcnt. 
Thu,. wc ean show confluence by the convergence of all critical pairs. We now list all 
overlaps with their corresponding substitutions and critieal pairs: 
Rule. (8) and (7) overlap in the following way: 
(((ft la :,8) I b: 'j) --> (a I a: ß,b: 'j),I,((c: 3) la: t) --> (c: 6,a: f) 
11 = [(c: 6)/o,t/,8] «(c: 6) la: t,b: 'j),((c: 6,a: t) I b: "1») 
Hule (8) overlaps with itself in thc following way: 
«(alä:,8)lb:'j) --> (ala:,8,6:'j),I,«olc:<)lä:() --> (olc:<,a:()) 
0= [(01 c: <)/a,(f,8] «(01 c: <) la: (,6: "1),«6 I c: <,ä: () I b: 'j)) 
One easily verifies that the critical pairs converge. o 
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Proposition 3.10 The sort of an RT·term in normal form is always determined 
by a tree of depth one. 
In object-oriented languages, recursive types oeeur even in situa.tiolls where one would 
not expect them in "ordinary" languages. The use of th~ pseudo variable self is the 
reason for this. We want to admit finitely representable infinite trees, called rational 
trees [16, 17J or regular tree •. Therefore, the initial model is not sulfident and we have 
to explicitly state the axioms for our theory. 
Definition 3.11 'fhe theory ojRT·tf17T1S RT is givell by equal.ions (7) and (8) alld 
the fol1owing axiom sehern es. 
{ 80rt(,,) n sort(#) = .1 
(a I li : 13, b: "I) ;, (6 I a : c, C : C) 
--+ 3,,(13;' f " a ;, (" I c : C) 
{ 
{b} n {cl = 0 
sort(,,) {li,b,c} 
(9) 
(10) 
Axiom (9) states that types with incompatible sorts cannot be equal. Axiom (10) states 
that padding is possible if records have the proper row variables. The set of common 
labels is {li}. The labels that differ are padded "crosswise" into the row variables a 
"nd 8. A new row variable" is introdllced. 
Definition 3.12 We define a binary relation on types as 
U "" T :# uHRTT 
We call it the congruence relation because it is a congruence on every RT -algebra. 
4 Typings 
The type inference rules are formulat.ed in the style of [9, 15J. Asequent is a tripie 
I' f- e : T. We read "term e has type T in the type environment r". Extending 
our abbreviating notation, we write r f- e:'i1 for r f- e, : U, ... I' f- en : U n. A type 
environment is a finite mapping from term variables to types. It is written as [:;;:1'J. 
Let r be a type environment. In r· [x : TJ, the type environment r is either extended 
by an entry for x or an existing entry is overwritten. A type is retrieved from a typ~ 
environment by r(x) . The inference rules are shown in Fig. 2. Side conditions for the 
applicability of rules are written on the right-hand side of an opening brace. With Ve 
we denote the free variables of the term e. V j denotes the domain of a function. 
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[f-. x : T {r(x) = T (VAR) 
i' I- -e:/f (REC) 
I' I- (a 1-+ .) : (a : u) 
I' I- • : (u I a : T) (SEL) 
r I- f.a : T 
I' I- • : u { u "" T (EQ) 
fl-. : T 
Figure 2: Type inference mies for records 
Definition 4.1 Let. be a term and r a type environment with VI' = Ve. If, for 
some u , we bave r I- e : u then we say that (I', u) is a typing of e. We call a term 
e well-typed if it has a typing. 
Definition 4.2 A type substitution maps type variahles to types. Type substitu· 
tions are ranged over by e and,p. We write tbe application of a type substitution 
{j to a type u aB tbe juxtaposition (ju. We write er for tbe application of e to every 
component of tbe type environment f. 
Definition 4.3 Let VI' = vr'. The typing (r,u) is more general than tbe typing 
(r',u') if and only if there exists a type substitution fJ such tbat fJu"" u' and , for 
all x E VI', fJ(r(x)) "" fI(x) . 
Proposition 4.4 The relation 'more general than' is a preorder on typings. 
Definition 4.5 (Principal typing) We call a typing (I', T) of e principal if and 
ollly if it is more general than all otber typings of e. 
Lemma 4.6 (Rewriting preserves types) If (r,u) i. a typing of an R-term e 
and e --+ c', then (r,u) is a typing of .'. 
Proof: It suffices to sbow that we can infer the same type for tbe right-hand side 
or the rewrite rule aB for the left·hand side. For the left-hand side, we have the proof 
irce 
, I' I- e:l7 I' I- e' : T (REC) 
J I- (a >-+ e,b >-+ e'): (a : u,b : T) (BQ) 
r I- (a 1-+ ',b >-+ .'): «a : l7) I b : T) (SE!,) 
I' I- (ä>-+ .,b ...... • ').b: T 
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Olle of the premises of this proof tree is r I- e' : T. 
iree for the right-hand side of tbe rewrite rule. 
Tbis would be ihe root of t.he proof 
o 
Theorem 4.7 (Well-typed terms do not go wrong) A IIY well-typed ground 
term reduces to a normal form t.hat does not contain any sf"lections. 
Proof: By lemma 4.6, a normal form of a well-typed term is also well-typed. From 
the type inference rules for R, we see that every sllbterm of a well-typed term is also 
well-typed. Choose any innermost seiectioll subterm, i.C'. a term e.b where e doeH not 
co"tain any selection. Then e must be of the form (ä f-+ f). There are two case.: 
bE {al In this case, we can apply rule (1). This contradicl.s ollr il.,"umption that th,' 
tenn is in normal form. 
b ~ {al In this case, we cannot infer a type for our subterm. This contradicts our 
assumption that the whole term is well-typed. 
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5 Type Reconstruction 
The algorithm that finds a typing for a term consists of two orthogonal phases. Thc 
first phase creates constraints as it dccomposes the input term. The second phase 
Holves the constraints. 
The algorithm works on a structure called "frame". A frame consists of a type 
environment, proof obligations of the form e : T, and equational constraints. 
Definition 5.1 A frame is a quadrupie written as 3a(r; 1'; 4», where 
• 3a is the existential quantification of type variables, 
• r is a. type environment, 
• I' is a conjunction of proof obligations e : "', where e is a term and '" a type 
variable, 
• 4> is a conjunction of equational constraints '" ~ T, where '" is a type variable 
and T a type. 
Frames have semanties. Intuitively, a frame has a solution if all proof obligations can 
be fulfilled using the type environment.. The proof obligations are only of the form 
e : "', where '" is a type variable. The types themselves are encoded in tbe equational 
collstraints. Thns, we can also represent recnrsive types. 
Definition 5.2 A mapping 0 is a solution of a frame 3a(r; e:O'; 4» if and only if 
there is a type substitution .p such that 0 and .p agree everywhere except possibly 
on a and 
1. .pr I- e : .pO', 
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2. [01' all 0 ~ r E q, : .po", .pr. 
We dellote the set o[ all solutions of the frame 3<>:(r; e:O'; 4» by [3<>:(r; e:O'; q,)J. 
Th" mapping .p in tbe above definition expresses the usual inl.el'j>retation [121 o[ tbc 
existential qllantification 30 in the frame. 
5.1 Constraint Extraction 
The first phase creates constraints as it decomposes the input term. When the rules 
01' the next. definition are applied to a frame, its middle component is consumed while 
its rightmost component increases. 
Definition 5.3 We define frame simplijication ,,,,les for thc language R. 
30(r; x: 0 11 1' ;. </J) {l'(x) = r 
31>(r; 1'; q, 11 er = r) 
30(1'; (a...., e) : 0 11 1'.; </J) { - -
sort(,8) = t 
3<>:,,8(r; e:,8 111'; q, 11 0 = (a: ß)) 
(J J ) 
(12) 
30(1'; e.a: 0 11 1'; q,) {sort(ß) = t 
30,,8,'Y(r; e:,8 111'; q, 11,8 ~ ("I 1 a : 0)) sort("() = ({a},0)) (13) 
In rule (11), the type of the variable x is retrieved from the type environment. In 
rule (12), the record is split up as one would exped. For each record field, we introduc<' 
a new type variable of the maximalsort. In rule (13), tbe newly introduced variable 
"I has the correct sort tbat guarantees the disjointness of labels in record types. Thc 
1I(·wly iut.roduced variable,8 ha.. the top sort. 
Lemma 5.4 The rrame simplification rules leave thc set or solutions invariant. 
Proof: [n this proof by case analysis on the frame simplification rules, we are 
IIsing definition 5.2 extensively. Each time we show tbat "(J is a solution of the frame 
on top of the rule if and only if it is a solution of the frame on the bot tom of the rule" . 
Sin<:e we will be using a mapping .p agreeing with (J except possibly on tbe existentially 
'Iuantified variables, we will not mention this fact and only talk about.p. We will 
also not mention that .p must fulfilll' and q, because I' and q, appeal' in every frame 
simplification rule on top and on the bottom. We abbreviate (J E I ... top frame ... ] 
to "top"' and (J E [ ... bottom frame ... ] to "bottom" . 
(11) 
top <* .pr· [x : rJ f- x : .po 
(EQ) (VAR) 
<* .pr HR .po 
<* bot tom 
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(12) 
top $} .p r I- (ä t-+ c) : .po 
(EQ)JREC) 
.pr I- e : .pß, .poFlRT.p(ä : 71) 
$} bot tom 
(13) 
top $} .pr I- e.a : .po 
(EQWEL) 
.pr I- e : .p(-r I a : 0) 
$} t/Jr I- e : t/Jß A t/JßFlRTt/J(-r I a 0) 
$} bottom 
0 
5.2 Constraint Resolution 
'('he .eeonu phase operates on the third componcnt of a frame. lt tries to resolve the 
eo"straints that were ereate<! by the first phase (definition 5.3). As already mentioned. 
we want to admit rational trees as solutions. The constraints created by the first phase 
are /lat in tbe sense tbat they are of the form ° ,;, ß, ° ,;, (ä : 71), or ° ,;, (ß I b : 'Y). 
Thcre is at most one eonstructor on tbe right-hand side. The only constraints that are 
not nat are introduced by rule (1) because the types in the type environment are not 
restricted to Hat types. However, we assurne that the non-Hat types are Hattened by 
introducing new existentially quantified variables and new equations. This is always 
possible in first-order logie. The input is a eonjunction of equations on types with 
existential quantors on the outside. Newly introduced variables are supposed to be 
ex istentially quantified at the outside too. Types are always kept in normal form du ring 
tl,e resolution proeess. The algoritbm consists in applying rules (14) tbrough (25) to 
the constraint <p. The order of application does not matter. For better readability, we 
write equations connected by A one upon another and omit the A -sign. 
The first tbree rules e!iminate repeated oeeurrences of the same variable on the left· 
hand side. 
a!ß 
80rt(0) :::: sort(ß) 
oE VtP 
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(14 ) 
(15 ) 
a=q 
a=T 
---C.LC-- { sort( <T) n sort( 'T) =1. (16) 
The side conditions of rule (15) are worth a comment. The sorts of the variables 0 and 
ß may be equaJ. Termination (theorem 5.6) is ensured by the last condition reqlliring 
that the variable", is not iBolated. 
The next four rules eliminate repeated occurrences of the same variable on th" 
left-hand Bide when record types are involved. 
4> 
a~(o.:ß) 
a ~ (0. : "I) 
4> 
'" ~ (0. : ß) 
ß~"I 
4> 
a ~ (0.: ß,b: "I) 
'" ~ (6 1 b : f) 
4> 
'" ~ (0. : ß, b : "I) 
5~(0.:ß) 
"I~' 
4> 
'" ~ (ß 1 0. : "I) 
",~(610.:<) 
4> 
"'~(ßlo.:'f) 
ß~5 
"I~f 
.p 
'" ~ (ß 1 0. : "I, b : 5) 
-,-",_. _":"....:.{<-=I_o._: ..:.:(',-c_: "'-,)_ { {bI U {cl # 0 
4> {bI n {cl = 0 
'" ~ (. 1 a : "I, b : 5, c : 'F) 
ß ~ (. 1 c : 'F) 
< ~ (. 1 b : 6) 
"I~( 
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(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
Rule (17) analyzes two closed record types. elosed record types ean only be equal if 
their set of labels is equal. Jf the set of labels is not equal rule (16) can be applied. 
Rule (18) analyzes a closed and an open remrd type. The open record type must be 
padded in order to get the same label set. Rule (19) compares I.wo open record types 
having the same set of explicit labels. Rule (20) eompares two open reeord types having 
different sets of explicit labels. The missing labels are padded in "erosswise". On the 
right of the brace, there are sometimes side conditions for the applicability of the rule. 
The following four rules eliminate all equations Q ~ 17 for whieh sorte 0) 2: sorte (7) 
does not hold. The first three rules are of general nature, the fourth one is eoncerned 
witb record8. 
Q=<T 
.L 
{ 80rt(a) n sort(17) =.L 
{ 80rt(0) < sort(ß) 
sorte 0) n sort(ß) = s 
8;H 
s #- sort(a) 
8 #- sort(ß) 
sort(-y) = s 
sort(a) n sorte (ß 1 a : 7)) = S 
s #- sort«ß 1 a: "f)) 
s = sort«81 a: 'f)) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
In rule (24), tbe sort of tbe new variable 8 must be chosen such that the 8ide eonditions 
are fulfiIIed. Thi8 rule ean be applicd if the explieit labels a do not disagree with a but 
t.he row variable ß has a sort too big for 01. We then replace ß by a row variable with a 
8maller sort. What is the 80rt of 8 in rule (24)? If we know that s = sorte (8 1 a : 7)) and 
s is given., the sort of the row variable 6 is also fixed: If s = B I:!:I {a}, then sort(6) = B. 
If s = (B, {a}), then sort(6) = B. 
Tbe last rule does not fit into any of the above clas8ifieations. lt eliminates row 
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variables that are equal to the empty record type. 
4> 
<>';'(ßICi:'r) 
ß';'() 
4> 
<> ,;, (Ci : '1) 
ß ,;, () 
(25) 
This concludes lohe constraint resolution rules. The ensemble of these rules represent 
an algorithm whose correctness we are going to prove now , 
Definition 5 .5 A variable<> is called isolated in a conjunction of equations 4> if 
t.here is an equation a ,;, u in 4> and this is the only occurrrence of <> in 4>. 
Theorem 5.6 (Termination) 
rules (14) tbrough (25). 
There is no infinite chain of applications of 
Proof: In order 1.0 show lohe termination of tbe resolution step we define functions 
r, through r. that map tbe constraint 4> into well-founded domains. We define a size 
function on constraints aB tbe lexicographical order on (r" r" r3 , r" r.), wbere 
r, = 
r, = 
r3 = 
r, = r. = 
fl sort(<» I ß';' (a I Ci: '1) is an occurrence of an equation in 4> ~ 
{Ilull <> ,;, u is an occurrence of an equation in 4> and u is not a variable U 
{I sort( <» I ß ,;, <> is an occurrence of an equation in 4> U 
I{I <> ,;, u is an occurrenc" of an equation in 4> UI 
{<> I <> occurs in 4>, <> is not isolated} 
We will now show for each of the rules in question that their application to a constrain!. 
decreases its size. Sinte· the order is lexicographic, it suflices to find one component 
with > where all previous cOlllponents are :;::. 
rule r, r, r3 r, r. 
14 
- - > 
15 ~ = ~ = > 
16 :;:: > ~ > 
17 = > 
18 > 
19 > 
20 > 
21 :;:: > > > 
22 = = > 
23 = = > 
24 > 
25 > 
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Termination follows from the existence of a minimal element in the codomains of the 
functions and the absence of infinite ehains for multiset replacements (theorem by 
Dershowitz and Manna [10]). Sorts contain no infinite decreasing chains for fixen 
programs because the set of labels in a frarne is finite. 0 
One may ask oneself why we bother to introduce a countably infinite number of labels 
while we must argue with finite label sets in frarnes for the termination of our resolution 
step. An infinite number of labels is needed for the increment.ality of the algorithm. 
We want to infer the type of a prograrn once and for all, no matter where this program 
is used. It is exactly due to the unknown uses of a program that the labels cannot hc 
reduced to a finite number. 
Definition 5.7 A solved form of a conj unction of equations between types haB 
the form a, ~ 17, " •.. " an ~ Un with distinct variables a" .. . , an and, for all 
I $ i $ n, the sort of Ui is a subsort of that of ai. 
Theorem 5.8 (Eft'ectiveness) After the application of rules (14) through (25», 
we either have a solved form or failure. 
Proof: We first show that variables on left-hand sides of equations are distinct. 
We assume that a variable occurs more than once on the left-hand side and show that 
this contradicts our assumption that the algorithm has already terminated. 
(I{ ~ ß A (I{ ~ tT We must have a # ß since, otherwise, rule (14) would be applicable. 
If sort(a) ~ sort(ß) then rule (15) is applicable. If sort(a) < sort(ß) then rule (22) 
is applicable. If a common subsort exists we can apply rule (23), otherwise, 
rule (21). 
(I{ ,;, (a : /J) A (I{ ,;, (b : -y) If {a} = {b} then rule (17) is applicable, otherwise, 
rule (16). 
(I{ ~ (a : ß) A (I{ ~ (6 Ib : -r) If {a} 2 {b} then rule (18) i8 applicable, otherwise, 
rule (16). 
(I{ ~ (ß 1 a : -r> A (I{ ,;, (6 Ib : f') If {a} = {b} then rule (19) is applicable, other-
wise, rule (20). 
It remains to show that the sorts of the right-hand sides of equations are subsorts of the 
respective left-hand sides. In the following cases, we always assume that there remains 
an equation a ,;, 17 and that sort(a) ~ sort(u) does not hold. The results are contained 
in the following table. Ahove, we list the sort relation of a and u. On the left, we list 
the possible forms of u. The table entries consist of the applicable rules or a comment 
that a combination is impossible. 
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sort(a) n sort(u) = s 
sort(a) < sort(u) s#1- sort(a) n sort(u) =1-
s < sort(a) 
s < sort(u) 
ß (14),or (22) (23) (21) 
(a: (3) impossible impossible (21) 
(ßlb:'Y) (24},or (21) (24), or (21) (21) 
o 
Lemma 5.9 
invariant. 
The applieation of rules (14) through (25) leaves the set of solutions 
Proof: We show iovariance for auy model A of the theory RT by ease analysis over 
t.be rules. Sioce tbe proofs for rules (14), (15), (22), (23), (24), aod (25) are trivial we 
concentrate on the remaining ones. 
(16) 
(1) /I a~u /I a~r)A. 
<;; {, I [al, = [uJ, /I (al, = [r],} 
= {, I [al. = [u], /I [u], = [r],} 
<;; {, I [u], = [T],} 
~ (1-)A. 
(21) Tbis ease is similar to tbe previous one. 
(17) 
(1) /I a ~ (a : (3) /I a ~ (a : 'Y»A. 
= {,I. E (1))A. /I (a], = «a: (3)], /I «a: ß)], = [(a: 'Y)).} 
(10) A. --
= {,I. E (1)) /I [al, = [(a: ß)). /I (.BJ. = m,} 
= (1) /I a ~ (a : ß) /I ß ~ 'Y)A. 
(18), (19), (20) These e&Ses are similar to the previous one. 
o 
Theorem 5.10 (Principal types) Let Ve = {x}. lf we start the algorithm with 
the frame 3ß([x:ßJ; e: a; T), where ß" ... , ßn, and a are disjoint, it computes a 
principal typing if e has a typing, or stops with failure. 
Proof: The type environment in a typing of a term e must contain exactly the 
free variables of e. The solutions of 3ß([x:ßl; e: a; T) eontain a11 typings of e. Thus, 
if we ean transform the frame into a solved form, i.e. a substitution, we have found a 
prineipal typing because both phases of the a1gorithm leave the set of solutions invariant 
(lemmata 5.4 and 5.9). 0 
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We have seen that the whole algorithm consists of two orthogonal pbases. The first, 
pha...e creates constraints as it decomposes the input term. The second phase solves tb" 
constraints. Tbe conceptually simplest way of proceeding is to complete the first phase 
before starting the second one. In practice, one is interested in localizing type errors. 
The first pha...., creates constraints and can never fail because it does not try to solve 
them. If the second phase were started after completion of thc first one, type errors 
would be almost impossible to localize. In a practical setting, one runs a comple!,' 
.econd phase a.fter each step of the first phase. Thus, type errors can be found as early 
as possible a.nd be easily localized. 
6 Conclusion 
The relatively complex problem of inferring types for object-oriented la.nguages can 
be broken up into tractable subproblems, one of whicb is the record type inference 
problems. 
The type inference systems for a flexible treatment of records resulted from the 
incapability of existing systems [4, 7J to deal witb records of an arbitrary number 
of labels. Remy [17, 18J introduced tbe notion of fields, pennitting a treatment of 
extensible record types using ordinary unification. Wand [25, 26, 24J extended tbe 
system of Remy to deal with infinite label sets and the concatenation operator. 
The major achievement of our system compared to Remy's or Wand's is to get rid 
of fields and field variables. Tbis makes tbe formalization mucb simpler. We get an 
algoritbm tbat immediately and naturally deals with infinite label sets. 
A difference that results from a restriction has to to with dasses. Wand wants 
to admit dasses as first-dass citizens. Since his record language has concatenation 
he is unable to infer principal types for expressions. He has to infer sets of priDcipal 
types. In O'SMALL, dasses are not first dass citizens. This allows us to calculatc 
all concatenations that are caused by inberitance at compile time. Therefore. our 
intermediate language RFI does not need concatenation. We can infer principal types. 
In a practical setting, principal types are superior to sets of principal types. Their 
documentary value is better. If we only consider the record aspects, Wand's languagc 
has the following syntax: 
e .. - x variable 
(a >-+ ö) record 
e EI) e concatenation 
e.a selection 
The problem is that, in the selection of a concatenation like (x olly).a, we do not know 
if the a-component must be present in x or in y. Therefore, principal types cannot 
b .. inferred in any of the known systems [26, 17, 4J. Tbe language we have examined 
in [l1J bas tbe following syntax: 
e .. - x variable 
(a >-+ ö) record 
(a >-+ e) 6) e adjunction 
e.a selection 
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lf we extend this la.nguage by '\-abstraction and function application, we can formulate 
the counterexample for principal types [23J. The symbol + stands for integer addition. 
>'j.).,z.!( (a ..... 3) $ z) + !«a 1-+ 3) $ ()} 
The adjunction of (a 1-+ 3) to z must yield a term that has just an a-field. Thus, x 
must either be the empty record or a record with just a.n a-field. The types of this 
term are 
«a : int) -+ int} -+ () -+ int 
and 
«a : int) -+ int} -+ (a : 'T) -+ int 
for any type 'T. In the present framework, there is no type scheme that can generate 
just these types.' 
In order to obtain principal types, we have 10 simplify things even further. Adjunc-
tion has to be limited to records that are "known in advance". If records are known in 
advance we can return to general concatenation: 
e ::= z variable 
e.a selection 
r simple record 
,. .. - (li 1-+ e) record 
I r $ r concatenation 
~\'orn this language, we obtain R by letting the compiler resolve all concatenations. 
This makes the formalization easier. 
The type reconstruction algorithm is divided into two phases, which ca.n be verified 
seperately. This description is similar to that of Wand [22]. The two-phase algorithm is 
more declarative and easier to verify than the classic algorithm a Ja Damas, Milner [9J. 
The resolution phase combines extensible record unification (padding [26]) a.nd rational 
tree unification [8, 13]. The phases are orthogonal and ca.n be applied in a.ny order. An 
interleaving order in which tbe resolution phase is run after each step of the extraction 
phase yields an algorithm similar to tbe classic Olle. It detects type claebes as soon as 
possible. 
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